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2022 Catalog 

Eggplant, Peppers, Tomatoes 

and Relatives 

Individual plants available in 4.5 to 5” pots — fully hardened off and ready to plant in your 

garden. 

When the plants are well established, mulch to retain water if needed, retard weeds and keep 

leaves clean. Fertilize with a good organic fertilizer.  Drip irrigation or soaker hoses help to keep 

the foliage dry.  

A healthy plant  is better able to resist pests and diseases! Happy Growing! 

A wide ranging selection of the garden “nightshades”.  Including for the first time this year, 
a selection of heirloom tomatoes grown from seed grown and saved by Hope at Tanna 
Farm in Tamworth. You know those seeds are well adapted to our climate! 

Returning your empty plastic containers enables us to keep prices lower. We will clean and 
reuse the following year. 

For pricing, see the separate 2022 Price List. 
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Asian  Ping Tung 

70 Days  A 
Easy-to-grow Asian eggplants are long and slender 
with tender magenta skin. Productive plants yield up 
to 20 fruits each and are vigorous and stress tolerant. 
Slim fruits average 1-2" wide; plants should be staked 
for straight fruit. No peeling required! Compact 
habit.  EcoGrow 

Dark Purple  Black Beauty 

65 Days  A 
Classic Italian eggplant with high yields and no 
spines. Blocky, nearly black bell-shaped fruits have a 
slight signature ribbing. Medium to thick skin is deep 
purple and glossy when mature. Compact plants 
benefit from staking to support heavy yields of large  
5-6" fruits. EcoGrow 

Dark Purple  Diamond 

70 Days  A 
A standout as a very prolific early producer; yields as 
well as hybrids. Slender, attractive dark purple fruit 
hang in clusters for easy picking. Fruit has mild flavor 
with no bitterness and a fine, creamy texture. Great 
choice for eggplants in a short season or for those 
looking for a high quality OP variety. Highly productive.  EcoGrow 

Dark Purple  Little Fingers 

60 Days  A 
Slender, petite eggplants fantastic for grilling. Dark 
purple skin is thin and tender. Flesh has a silky 
texture with few seeds and mildly sweet flavor 
needing very little cooking time. Harvest when fruit is 
young and glossy. A great variety for large 
containers! Early and productive. EcoGrow 

Italian  Listada di Gandia 

85 Days  A 
Stunning magenta-striped Italian eggplant for a 
beautiful display. Very productive plants produce 
abundant tender, delicious fruits with unusually thin 
skin. Egg-shaped petite 3-5" fruits fit in the palm of 
your hand and are great for smaller portions. Holds 
its color even at large sizes. EcoGrow 

Striped  Rosa Bianca 

75  A 
Pink and white Italian heirloom. Round, 4-6" long by 
5-7" diameter fruit streaked with white and violet. 
Plump and variably ribbed. Mild, creamy taste. This 
traditional Italian variety is best adapted to regions 
with warm nights. Expect lower yields in cool areas. 
Green calyx. EcoGrow 

White  Pure White F1 

75  A 

Asian eggplant features 
beautiful elongated cylindrical 
curved 1x12½" off-white fruits.  

EcoGrow 
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Frying  Corno di Toro 

70 Days  A 
Large, highly attractive scarlet, tapering 6-8" fruits are long and narrow, 
often with the bull horn curve for which they are named. Quickly turns 
gold and then a beautiful deep crimson color with sweet, full-bodied 
flavor when fully ripe. Versatile and great for eating raw, stuffed, grilled or 
traditionally fried in olive oil and sprinkled with parmesan. Plants are 
vigorous with an excellent upright habit. Personally, I love these peppers 
for their size, flavor and the thickness of the chili pepper walls. They are 
ideal for roasting and the thickness makes them slightly meaty. EcoGrow 

Frying  Shishito 

60 Days  A 
Small, mild Japanese pepper for roasting, pan-frying and 
grilling. Thin walls blister and char easily when roasted or 
grilled, taking on rich flavor that is delicious with coarse salt 
and lemon juice. Pepper lore has it that the occasional fruit 
will display heat. Typically harvested and used green, but 
eventually turns orange and red with sweeter flavor. Prolific! 
Spreading habit. 

EcoGrow 

Hot  Anaheim, NuMex Joe E. 

70 Days  A 
Southwestern style traditional Anaheim harvested green for 
stuffing, grilling, roasting or processing. Peppers average 8" 
long and have thick, crisp flesh with mild heat and excellent 
flavor. Very productive strain that quickly changes from 
green to red. Improved version of New Mexico 6-4 pepper, 
with thicker, longer fruits that mature earlier. EcoGrow 

Hot  Black Hungarian Spice 

70 Days  A 
Highly ornamental and useful in the kitchen, the 4" long 
fiery fruits of this early-to-mature pepper resemble 
jalapeños, but are shiny black and eventually ripen to red. 
The prolific plants grow to 3' tall and produce green foliage 
highlighted by dark-purple veins alongside beautiful purple 
flowers. A good substitute for jalapeños. Medium hot. EcoGrow 

Hot  Cayenne, Ring-o-Fire 

60 Days  A 
Ring-O-Fire is an improved cayenne that matures earlier and 
has a glossy sheen with a fire engine red color. Prolific and 
dependable plants reach heights of 18" tall and produce 
loads of thin-skinned 4" fruits, great for eating fresh, dried or 
powdered. Heat is more mild than other cayenne varieties, 
resulting in peppers that are excellent for fresh preparations. EcoGrow 

Hot  Early Jalapeno 

65 Days  A 
Prolific yields of flavorful blunt fruits with distinctive 
jalapeno flavor. Small, moderately spicy fruits with 
thick walls are traditionally harvested dark green but 
can be allowed to ripen to red. A classic eaten fresh or 
pickled with Mexican dishes! Compact plants are 
sturdy and work well in containers.  EcoGrow 

Hot  Ghost 

110 Days  A 
Ghost Pepper / Bhut Jolokia is one of the hottest 
peppers in the world with 350,000-1,000,000 Scoville 
units. The peppers are 2 1/2 – 3″ long and are green 
ripening to red. They have a long, narrow shape and a 
complex taste. The plants are very slow growing when 
young. EcoGrow 

Hot  Hungarian Hot Wax 

70 Days  A 
Long, banana-shaped waxy pepper used for frying, stuffing 
and pickling. Ripens from pale yellow to deep golden orange 
and finally cherry red, but traditionally harvested light green 
and used for pickling. May be harvested at any stage but heat 
intensifies as peppers mature. Very productive even in cool 
weather. Heat varies among strains; HMOS strain is spicy 

EcoGrow 

Hot  Jaluv An Attitude Chili 

75 Days  A 

An extremely wide-topped, thick-walled 
jalapeño-type hot pepper. Bred for 
productivity and vigor at northern latitudes. 
The ultra-thick walls make for great body in 
salsa and other preparations.  EcoGrow 

Hot  Poblano - Ancho 

68 Days  A 
Mild heart-shaped chili perfect for stuffing in chiles 
rellenos or dried for ancho chili powder. Stout dark green 
fruits are moderately spicy with medium-thick walls. 
Referred to as Poblano when used fresh and Ancho when 
dried for seasoning. Plants are well branched. Well 
adapted variety; good yields in cool conditions.  EcoGrow 
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Hot  Poblano - Bastan 

65 Days  A 
Early and adaptable poblano pepper. Sturdy, upright plants produce high 
yields of uniform, 5" smooth, mostly two-lobed fruits. Bastan's fruits may 
be used at the green unripe or brown ripe stages. Excellent fried, roasted, 
or in chile rellenos. 

EcoGrow 

Hot  Red Habanero - 

70 Days  A 
Bright red, glossy fruits with outstanding appearance, 
flavor and burn in taste tests. Peppers are lantern-
shaped, longer and more slender than a typical 
habanero. Extremely hot fruits are abundant and 
average 3-4" long, with early maturity and good 
productivity in cool climates. EcoGrow 

Hot  Scotch Bonnet 

95 Days  A 
Scotch Bonnet Orange pepper is too hot to handle!!! 
This variety is for serious Chile heads, the heat 
registers over 100,000 Scoville units. Peppers are 
green before ripening. They are 2” long by 2” wide. 
Plants are very productive. Scotch Bonnets are the 
most popular of the Carribean peppers. EcoGrow 

Hot  Yellow Habanero 

95 Days  A 
“Heat registered in BTU’s!” Yellow habanero is a late maturing pepper 
that has fruits with thin walls and a lantern shape averaging 2” x 1” and 
the rare combination of great taste and substantial heat. The heat is 
ranked at Level 4 on my Heat Scale. It grows on a tall plant and is the most 
beautiful pepper in the garden. The golden 2-inch pepper turns into a 
deep, sun-colored gold color. It will ripen from green, yellow, to a deep 
orange-gold when mature. It is used mainly raw because it loses subtlety, 
but not the heat when it’s cooked. EcoGrow 

Paprika  Boldog Hungarian Spice 

70 Days  A 
Open-pollinated. The Boldog from Hungary that doesn’t bite but does 
dry nicely with a hint of spiciness. A prolific bearer of 4–6" long 
wrinkled tapered pendant fruits. Enjoy fresh, although skins are a little 
tough, or roast and peel for delicious additions to pizza, pasta or stew. 
Pick red, dry and grind into sweet paprika or string into decorative 
ristras. Boldog sets enough fruit to accommodate all uses. The town of 
Boldog is in a well-known spice-pepper district northeast of Budapest. EcoGrow 

Paprika  Papri Plus 

80 Days  A 
Papri Plus is perfect for making paprika at home. Simply cut the 
peppers in half, remove the seeds, and dry the peppers. Once 
they are dry, break them into small pieces to fit in a spice grinder. 
Fruit average 6 inches in length and 1 ½ inches in width. Maturing 
from green to red, paprika is better made from red peppers 
which are more flavorful. These peppers taste great fresh too. 
Almost no heat. 70 days to green fruit and 80 to 85 days to red. EcoGrow 

Pimento  Sheepnose 

70 Days  A 
Before bell peppers began to dominate sweet pepper offerings, 
people grew more pimento peppers for their meaty, sweet flesh 
and thick walls. This Ohio family heirloom could convince you to 
try them again. The fruit has a rich, aromatic flavor that is great 
for eating fresh, roasted, cooked, or canned. They are sturdy, 
2½ inches long and wide, rounded and ribbed with few seeds. 
Easy to grow with big yield potential. EcoGrow 

Sweet Goddess F1, Banana 

63 Days  A 
Sweet banana for pickling or fresh eating. Long, thick-
walled, smooth fruits are borne on large plants. Avg. 8-
9" long, the fruits are mild when yellow and moderately 
sweet when they ripen red. Best for pickling due to their 
mild flavor, but also suitable for fresh market. Widely 
adapted. High resistance to bacterial leaf spot races 1-3.  EcoGrow 

Sweet California Wonder 

65 Green  A 
Large, blocky, thick-walled glossy fruit that turns red 
quickly under a range of conditions. Upright, 
everbearing habit keeps fruit high on 24-30" plants. 
Suitable for shipping and freezing. Introduced by 
Burpee's in 1928 and still a hit today. Strong field 
resistance to tobacco mosaic virus. EcoGrow 

Sweet Iko Iko 

65 Days  A 
Spectacular array of colors in a high yielding bell 
pepper. A rainbow of colors from a single variety! 
Immature fruits start dark purple, lavender, pale 
yellow and occasionally lime green, ripening to 
tangerine and red streaked with purple. Upright 
habit. Good leaf cover. EcoGrow 
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Sweet King Crimson 

60 Days  A 

Early, prolific peppers are medium-sized and 
blocky with four lobes and thick walls. A favorite 
due to early maturity and uniform size. Slightly 
later than King of the North, with superior quality, 
uniformity and intermediate resistance to CMV. EcoGrow 

Sweet King of the North 

57 Days  A 
Reliable set of green to glossy red fruits in short 
seasons. Improved for a higher percentage of blocky, 
thick-walled, early ripening peppers each with three 
to four lobes. Known for its ability to produce good 
sized peppers in short, cool seasons. Strong plants 
support heavy yields. Early. Upright habit. EcoGrow 

Sweet Roulette F1 

85 Days  A 
A 2018 All-America Selections winning habanero that 
has no heat. It offers all the flavors of a traditional 
habanero, but it will not trouble those who can’t eat 
a hot pepper. In addition, the variety is early-
maturing and produces up to 100 peppers per plant. 
Fruit matures to a brilliant red. 85 days. EcoGrow 

Sweet Lively Orange 

80 Days  A 
Thick-walled, bright orange fruits make a beautiful OP 
display when combined with Stocky Red Roaster and Lively 
Italian Yellow. Impressed us with its ability to set fruit, size 
up and ripen; large plants loaded with fruit competed well 
with hybrids in northern Vermont trials. Bred by Tom 
Lively of Eugene, OR and further selected by High Mowing. EcoGrow 

Sweet Lively Yellow 

75 Days  A 
Stunning sweet, thick-walled yellow fruits. Large, 
tapered golden yellow fruits with sweet, juicy flesh 
on vigorous plants. Prolific and reliable, performing 
well in the open field across a variety of climates and 
ripening well even in our northern areas. Italian-type. 
Vigorous, upright habit.  EcoGrow 

Sweet Picnic red 

78 Days  A 

The red picnic pepper has unbelievable 
sweetness, and a rich complex flavor that 
makes them addictive. Bred with an 
emphasis on flavor, yields and plants that 
stand up straight for easy harvest.  EcoGrow 
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Cape Gooseberry  Ambrosia 

100  A 
A vigorous annual in the Northeast bearing yellow fruits 
the size of cherry tomatoes on bushes 3–4' tall and 
wide. Begin picking fruit in the fall as the husks around 
the fruit dry completely. The fruit lasts unrefrigerated 
for weeks in the husk. Cape gooseberries are larger and 
more tart & citrusy compared to ground cherries. EcoGrow 

Ground Cherry  Aunt Molly's 

75 Days  A 
Sweet, tropical-tasting gold berries wrapped in paper husks add 
magic to your garden. Bushy spreading plants grow 2.5-3' tall. 
When ripe, the husk around the fruit becomes papery dry and 
the fruit falls off the plant to be picked up from the ground. 
Some people place a tarp underneath the plants to make 
harvesting easier, but either way the husks keep the fruit clean. 
Trellis or let sprawl. EcoGrow 

Green  Toma Verde 

60 Days  A 
Early variety with tart flavor when young, becoming 
sweeter as it ripens. Medium to large size fruits are 
ready to harvest when husks split and fruit color 
changes from a yellow green to medium green. Perfect 
for Salsa Verde or as a special addition to any Mexican 
dish. EcoGrow 

Purple  Purple Blush 

80 Days  A 
Rare purple tomatillo with exceptional appearance and 
excellent distinctive taste. Much sweeter than the green 
types with superb flavor eaten fresh from the plant, grilled 
or in salsa. Deep violet skin color bleeds into bright green 
interior flesh. Harvest after the papery husk has split, 
when fruits are golf ball-sized and skin has turned purple. EcoGrow 
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Beefsteak  Black Brandywine (Weavers) 

80 Days  A 
This exceptional potato-leaved variety is from William Woys 
Weaver.  Bred sometime in the late 1920’s by Dr. Harold 
Martin, a dentist, who was also an amateur seed breeder.  He 
is equally famous for his extremely large-seeded pole lima 
bean.  Heavy yields of 1 pound black beefsteak tomatoes.  
Excellent flavor.  Indeterminate, 80 days from transplant. 

EcoGrow 

Beefsteak  Kellog's Breakfast 

85 Days  A 
Large orange beefsteak fruits weigh 1-2 pounds. Delicious rich flavor with a 
good acid/sugar balance. Very productive. These beautiful fruits are a stand 
out in flavor, production and texture. The interior is a sunny bright color 
reminiscent of fresh squeezed orange juice with a taste like a barrel full of 
sunshine. The sweet, but tangy, flavor is a perfect balance for any use and 
the tomatoes are resistant to sunburn and blossom end rot, developing 
without blemish almost every time. Originally from West Virginia. Named by 
Darrell Kellogg of Redford, Michigan who received it from a friend EcoGrow 

Beefsteak  Pink Brandywine (Sudduth) 

85 Days, (Hope)  A 

This Amish strain has been grown in Pennsylvania 
since the 1880’s. Fruits can top 1 pound. Plants 
require good cages or staking. Not uncommon for 
one plant to produce 25-30 fruits per season. 
Indeterminate plants, 80-90 days from transplant. EcoGrow 

Beefsteak  Pruden's Purple 

70 Days  A 

Early Brandywine type. Large to very large (many 
over 1 lb.) fruits are flattened and smooth 
(except for shoulder ribbing on some), and resist 
cracking. Vivid dark-pink skin with crimson flesh. 
Medium-tall, potato-leaf plants. Indeterminate.  EcoGrow 

Beefsteak  Woodle's Orange 

75 Days, (Hope)  A 
This sweet Iowa heirloom has become a favorite of 
many gardeners.  This brilliant tangerine colored 
tomato has a very rich & complex flavor.  Great 
choice for a market tomato.  Fruits are round and the 
size of a baseball and weight 10-16 
oz.  Indeterminate, 75 days from transplant. EcoGrow 

Cherry  Bing 

65 Days  A 
Exceptional rich flavor. What sets Bing apart is that every 
single plant has exceptional flavor, not only the 
occasional one. Fruity and sweet with perfectly balanced 
acid, in clusters of 1" fruit. Does best in hot and dry 
conditions, as the thin skin will crack with sudden rains. 
Harvest more frequently in wetter conditions. EcoGrow 

Cherry  Black Cherry 

64 Days  A 
Round, full-flavored cherry with distinctive purple-
black color. One inch fruits with the juicy, meaty 
texture and sweet, rich flavor characteristic of all 
Russian black tomatoes. A striking addition to cherry 
tomato mixes. Very productive plants. Prolific. 

EcoGrow 

Cherry  Esterina F1 

60 Days  A 

An excellent organic alternative to Sungold F1, 
with sweeter flavor, excellent crack resistance 
and brighter yellow color. Vigorous growth 
that can withstand disease pressure makes 
this variety a versatile standout.  EcoGrow 

Cherry  Peacevine 

75 Days  A 

A de-hybridized selection of Sweet 100, 
known for its incredible flavor and resistance 
to cracking. Produces impressive numbers of 
uniform bright crimson 1" tomatoes. Very 
high in Vitamin C and amino acids. EcoGrow 

Cherry  Sun Gold 

57 Days  A 
F-1 hybrid. To quote one customer, “Without these little babies, 
there’s no summer.” A perfect combination of deep sweetness 
with a hint of acid tartness. What is its elusive alluring tang? Quart 
after quart grace the table, yet we rarely reach surfeit July through 
September. Small fruits averaging 8.2g, borne in prolific clusters, 
ripen very early to a rich apricot color and keep producing till frost. 
Very prone to split so pick early when rains are forecast. Brix 8. EcoGrow 
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Cherry  Supernova 

63 Days  A 
Supernova impresses with both aesthetics and flavor. A 
marbled mini-Roma shape with constellations of yellow 
stripes on a red flesh background. Fruit holds well. .25-.5 oz. 
Indeterminate. 

EcoGrow 

Cherry  Sweetie 

65 Days  A 
Super sweet red cherry tomato with high sugar content for 
eating right off the vine! Masses of 1-1.5" round cherries in 
long clusters. Firm texture similar to grape tomatoes; ideal 
for eating fresh or canning. Impressive vigor and reliability, 
ripening first and perfectly even during six weeks of rain 
and cold - an absolute standout! Vigorous.  EcoGrow 

Container  Micro-Tom 

85 Days  A 
 'World's smallest tomato variety,' developed by Drs., J.W. 
Scott and B.K. Harbaugh at the University of Florida. Grows 
5 to 8 inches tall in a 4 inch pot bearing flavorful miniature 
tomatoes about the size of salad croutons. Plants are truly 
diminutive and wonderful for patios, windowsills or garden 
borders. Determinate. 85 days from seed. EcoGrow 

Container  Patio 

70 Days  A 
This dwarf variety is one of America's most popular varieties 
ever for growing on patios, decks, courtyards, or wherever 
garden space is limited. Plants have attractive, deep green 
foliage and only become about 2 ft. tall, but produce large 
harvests of bright red, 3 to 4 oz. flavorful tomatoes. 
Outstanding for growing in containers -- one that measures at 
least 12 inches wide works best. Beautiful plant. EcoGrow 

Container  Tumbler 

50 Days  A 
Specially bred for hanging baskets. Bushy plants have 
pliable stems, and look fantastic when mixed in 
containers with Lobelia or Ivy. Sweet, bright red 
fruits. Bite-size tomatoes have a sweet flavor for 
fresh eating. Try them sautéed and served over 
pasta, too! EcoGrow 

Grape  Flaming Burst 

70 Days  A 

Open-pollinated. Indeterminate. 1¼ x 1" golden 
mini pears cluster on a steadily productive plant. 
Meaty but not dense; juicy and sweet but tangy. 
Delivers the correct culinary combination that 
so many insipid yellow cherries and pears lack. EcoGrow 

Grape  Moonbeam 

68 Days  A 
Glowing white, translucent grape tomato with oblong 
frame and delicious, fruity bite. This remarkable 
tomato has dramatic visual appeal and packed with a 
tasty punch of unbeatable flavor. Ideal for the tomato 
grower seeking a fruit with both style and exceptional 
eating quality. .4 oz fruit. Indeterminate. EcoGrow 

Paste  Black Plum 

80 Days  A 
Small elongated-oval fruits are deep mahogany and sweet and 
fruity. These are small, teardrop-shaped morsels of sweetness, 
wonderful for snacking off the vine or for adding to salads. 
Prefereed by some for making sauces. 6-foot tall plants 
produce a steady, large crop. This is a unique and very tasty 
variety. One of the best yielders for both fresh market and 
home use.  EcoGrow 

Paste  Gilbertie 

85 Days  A 

Long, slender shape with characteristically 
green shoulders and a slight crook in the neck. 
Narrow fruits average 7" long with very solid, 
richly flavored flesh that makes excellent 
sauces and soups. Very small seed cavity. EcoGrow 

Paste  Opalka 

83 Days  A 
Expect copious yields of 3x5" massive solid bull’s horn–shaped red 
fruits with dry texture and few seeds. Also dries well. While some 
tomatoes falter during hot dry spells, Opalka produces consistently. 
The crinkly foliage is normal and not an indication of plant disease. 
Polish heirloom brought by the Opalka family to Amsterdam, NY, 
around 1900. A shy seed producer for seed savers. Fruits are far 
richer and more flavorful than most paste tomatoes. EcoGrow 
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Paste  Roma 

65 Days  A 

Productive plum tomato with great disease 
resistance! Vigorous and strong, producing 
heavy yields of picture-perfect, thick-walled 
fruits with deep red color and mild flavor. A 
good choice in the garden. Vigorous EcoGrow 

Paste  Roma, Martino's 

75 Days  A 
talian variety with pretty rugose (puckered) foliage. 
Very heavy set of mild 2-3 ounce fruits perfectly 
suited for making sauce, salsa, and paste. Tends to 
fall off the vine when fully ripe. Determinate, but 
requires trellis, Fruit ripens over 2 week period - 
good for processing. EcoGrow 

Paste  San Morzano type 

80 Days  A 
Classic Italian favorite with high yields; excellent richly 
flavored tomato for preserving. Prized for its firm pulp, low 
seed count and easily-removed skin. Medium-sized fruits 
are slightly larger than Roma but smaller than Gilbertie and 
Amish. Resists cracking and holds well both on the vine and 
in storage. Heavy yields of 4 oz fruite with few seeds. EcoGrow 

Salad  Jaunne Flamme 

75 Days  A 
Prolific French heirloom that will set your heart on 
fire with its sweet, fruity flavor. Like a grown-up 
Sungold with larger apricot-sized fruits. 1.5-2" fruits 
hang in neat clusters. A terrific salad tomato that is 
also great for sauces and for drying. Versatile, 
Prolific. EcoGrow 

Slicing  Arbenaski 

70 days, (Hope)  A 
Slightly flattened red fruit from 180 to 250 grams. In a 
bouquet of 3 to 4 fruits. Ribbing at the top. Strong 
depression at the peduncular attachment. Umbilical in 
turban. Sensitive to cracking. Plant 50 to 70 
centimeters in height. 70 to 75 days. Indeterminate 
growth. Mid-season variety. Very old variety. EcoGrow 

Slicing  Better Bush 

68 Days  A 
Perfect for large containers or small gardens, this has 
long been a favorite choice for growing on patios, 
decks, and balconies. That is because the compact 
plants are attractive while yielding good-sized 8 oz. fruit 
with real tomato flavor. Stocky plants grow 3 to 4 ft. tall 
with an upright habit, making staking needs minimal. EcoGrow 

Slicing  Black Brandywine 

85 days  A 
The origin of this tomato is believed to be from Dr. Harold Martin, who 
was a hobby gardener and a dentist.  He did not release the tomato in the 
1920s when it was first selected, but it was released later by a person who 
inherited Dr. Martin’s collection.  Initially there were some concerns 
about the variability of the variety, and it has taken time for people to 
judge the plant.  It is indeterminate and purple-maroon in color, weighing 
5 to 8 ounces.  It has a sweet fruity flavor.  The current selection from the 
collection is a regular leaf type. EcoGrow 

Slicing  Black Prince 

75 Days  A 
Open-pollinated. Indeterminate. Coming to the U.S. by way of 
Irkutsk, Siberia, these iridescent 5–7 oz garnet-colored globe-
shaped fruits are among the most uniformly handsome in the 
tomato kingdom. This prince has earned a reputation for 
outstanding flavor similar to that of Black Krim, but without 
Krim’s fragility and tendency to crack. A superior reliable heavy
-yielding home-garden tomato. EcoGrow 

Slicing  Cosmonaught Volkov 

68 Days  A 
Wins every taste competition with its rich complex flavor! 
Sweet and tangy fruits are slightly flattened with a healthy 
red color and moderately green shoulders. Prone to 
cracking in wet conditions, but not nearly as much as 
Brandywine. Originally from Ukraine; produces high yields 
even in cool conditions. Works well in low tech tunnels. EcoGrow 

Slicing  Green Zebra 

75 Days  A 
Popular succulent green fruits with sweet and zingy 
flavor. Medium-sized fruits start out pale green with 
dark green stripes that soften and turn yellow when 
ripe. Perfect exteriors; fruits hold up under adverse 
conditions and rarely crack. Grows well in the 
greenhouse, too! EcoGrow 
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Slicing  Jaune Negib 

75 Days, (Hope)  A 

Slightly flattened round golden yellow fruit 
from 100 to 200 grams. In a bouquet of 4 to 5 
fruits. Discreet ripple at the top. Average 
depression at peduncle. Slightly bulging 
umbilicus. White flesh with a sweet and EcoGrow 

Slicing  John Baer 

75 Days  A 
Introduced in 1914 by J. Bolgiano and Son of Baltimore. Bright red, 
meaty, smooth fruits with very good flavor. Once a leading canning 
variety, also great for fresh eating. Heavy producer. Indeterminate, 
60-80 days from transplant.  Plant produces high yields of 6 oz 
bright red tomatoes. They are very meaty and flavorful. Perfect for 
sandwiches, burgers, salads, slicing, and canning. Crack resistant. 
Excellent choice for home gardens and market growers. EcoGrow 

Slicing  Moskvich 

80 Days  A 
High quality, early season red heirloom that rivals 
hybrids. Fruits are round to slightly flattened with deep 
red color and luscious, rich flavor. Great eaten fresh or 
processed. Highly resistant to cracking, making it a 
great pick for the greenhouse. Like all Russian 
tomatoes, it can stand up to cool conditions. EcoGrow 

Slicing  Noir de Cos Beouf 

75 Days, (Hope)  A 
Dark red almost brown fruit frequently appearing with darker 
shoulders of 150 to 250 grams. Ribbed all over the body. Significant 
and healed depression at the peduncular attachment. In a bouquet 
of 20 flowers with 8 petals. Significant circular scar at the umbilicus. 
Beef meat. Tendency to cracking. Plant 180 to 220 centimeters in 
height. 75 to 80 days. Indeterminate growth. Variety originating 
from the hamlet of Coseboeuf in Loir et Cher Loire Valley France EcoGrow 

Slicing  Rose de Berne 

75 Days, (Hope)  A 
Beautiful rose-pink Swiss heirloom with big flavor and crack 
resistance. the medium sized fruits, with soft yet durable 
skin, have an even balance of acidity and sweetness that is 
perfect for a sandwich or in a quick tomato sauce. Earlier to 
ripen that other larger varieties and a consistent producer 
well into the season. Indeterminate EcoGrow 

Slicing  Rutgers 

75 Days  A 

Hearty tomato flavor and meaty texture developed 
in 1934. Bright red fruit with a small seed cavity 
and good color throughout, good for slicing or 
canning. Widely adapted and crack resistant. 
Developed in 1934 by Rutgers University. 

EcoGrow 

Slicing  Solar Flair 

85 Days, (Hope)  A 
Golden metallic stripes flare from the top and 
bottom of the bright red, 6-10 oz beefsteak type 
fruit. Excellent production continues to the end of 
the growing season with good scab resistance. 
Flavori s a perfect balance of sweet and acid. 
Indeterminate EcoGrow 

Slicing  Texas/Kansas Marketer 

80 Days, (Hope)  A 

Super dependable. Good old 
fashioned red tomato taste. Fruit 
from 6 to 10 ounces. 
Indeterminate. EcoGrow 
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